
YOU May Not Believe in a Real SATAN - 
But the Jewish Illuminati DOES! 

 
They WORSHIP him! 

 
Lorraine Day, M.D. 

 
As Satan’s agents on earth, here is what the Jewish Illuminati are doing for their god: 
 
1.  Sweden Spared Lockdown Because it Has Already Accepted Satan  

 
Sweden is one of the world’s most irreligious countries.  Only 1 out of 10 Swedes 
thinks religion is important in daily life.  Several academic sources have, in recent 
years, placed atheism rates in Sweden between 46% and 85%.  In fact, 
apparently the reason that Sweden is exempt from lockdowns is that the 
population, by and large, has already agreed to be microchipped. 
 
When it comes to numbers of sexual partners, Sweden is probably among the 
most promiscuous countries in the world.  It is not uncommon for a Swede to 
have more than 100 sex partners in a lifetime, even among females.  

 
2. Catholic Church to be transformed into the One World Religion  

 
Archbishop Carlo Vigano says the Jewish Illuminati (Deep State) is working with 
the Catholic Church (Deep Church) to transform the Catholic Church into the 
“Spiritual Arm” of the New World Order. 
 
This, of course, was predicted 2,000 years ago in Revelation, Chapter 13, where 
the First Beast is the Political New World Order that gets its authority directly 
from Satan, and the Second Beast (“looks like a lamb but speaks as a dragon”) is 
Apostate Christianity, with the Catholic Church (that is controlled by the Jews 
from behind the scenes) amalgamated with all the Protestant churches, and 
eventually, all the pagan religions as well.  Their combined goal will be to force 
everyone on earth to give up their belief in Jesus Christ, and eventually worship 
Lucifer - - another name for Satan. 

 
3. Bill Gates concerned about reducing “vaccine hesitancy” - - How to “overcome” 

Americans’ desire NOT to be MURDERED! 
 

This is truly Satanic Jewish “reasoning”:   



 
How do we – the Jews – overcome the American Gentiles desire to stay alive?   
 
How do we - the Jews - deceive the American Gentiles into allowing us to KILL 
them? 
 
(Jew) Bill Gates wants to enlist the religious leaders (the Jews have infiltrated 
ALL the churches) to help lead the Christian Gentiles (willingly?) to their 
SLAUGHTER by the Jews.  After all, the Jews believe the Gentiles (they call us 
the goyim = lower than beasts) have no right to live anyway, so they have a right 
to kill us. 
 
In the pictures below, ALL are Jewish, with the possible exception of Cheney, 
Rumsfeld and Rove, who have sold their souls and their kindred to Satan and the 
Jews. 

 
  

 
 
 
 



These are pictures from a Satanic Rothschild party.  They LOVE masks – but of 
a different sort than those they force us to wear. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Over the next few hours we were caught in the drama 
of our animal-kinship leaders — rumors flew across the 
party about various leaders, human sacrifices were 
spoken of, and choices had to be made about where 
your loyalty lay. 
 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 
Explaining the Satanic Illuminati All-Seeing Eye in the pyramid, all part of the Satanic 
New World Order 
 
The New World Order is already here! 
 
If there was not a One World Government already in power (from behind the scenes) 
they couldn’t have locked down the whole world in One Week!  This is the beginning of 
the End Times, everything spoken of in the book of Revelation will be unfolding soon. 
 
The Jews believe, once they exterminate all the Gentiles, they will rule a world of 
“peace” for 10,000 years.   
 
What they don’t know, is that their EVIL New World Order/One World Government – 
when it is finally totally in place, will only rule for FIFTEEN DAYS.  Then Jesus will come 
and DESTROY it ALL! 
 
If you want to know more, go to these two links and begin learning: 
 
https://www.goodnewsaboutgod.com/topics.htm 
 
https://www.goodnewsaboutgod.com/studies/spiritual/home_study/home_bible_study.ht
m 



 
 


